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Abstract
This research article it is proposed that, finite element method has been
implemented to learn the performance of sustainable composite normal and
self-compacted concrete-castellated steel beams with different castellation
ratio (0, 25, 33.8) %. ANSYS (v.15.0) software has been used for this
purpose. The limited component consequences of extreme load and loadmidspan redirection bends have been contrasted and accessible exploratory
information. A decent understanding has been acquired between the limited
component results and trial results. Maximum difference in ultimate load is
(4%). Also, deflection-castellation ratio relationship, load-castellation ratio
relationship and von Mises stresses have been presented. Parametric
examination has been completed to consider the impact of different shape of
openings (hexagonal, square, circular, rectangular and diamond) in steel
beam about the extreme load and midspan deflection of sustainable
composite concrete-castellated steel beam. It is found that with respect to
sustainable composite beam with hexagonal shape
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of openings, limit capacity of load of sustainable composite beams which has
circular openings in steel beam increased by (0.625%), meanwhile load
carrying capacity decreased by about (11.2%, 8.9% and 16.9%) when using
sustainable composite beams with rectangular, diamond, and square shapes
of openings in steel beam respectively. Also, it is found that there is a little
effect of shape of opening on deflection.
Keywords: Sustainable Composite Beams, Castellated Steel Beams, Finite
Element Method, ANSYS Software, Deflection-castellation ratio relationship

1 Introduction
Sustainable composite structure such as sustainable concrete-castellated
steel beams is widely used in structural application. The advantages of
composite structure are dipping the overall deepness of structural members,
withstanding loads and sinking the weight of beam structure.
Castellated beams are steel beams with web opening, which can be used
compositely in long members. Castellated beam has high strength to weight
ratio and high moment of inertia. Therefore, it has been adopted to increase
vertical bending rigorousness of steel member while holding the weight of
steel.
W. Hartono and S. P. Chiew [1] presented an investigational work to
examine the failure modes of six composite concrete-castellated steel beam
with different numbers of openings. It was observed that the first failure
mechanism is the longitudinal cracking of the concrete slab, then trailed by
cracking of the slab near the provisions in transverse axis of the beam. The
final failure mechanism is torsional buckling of the steel section. Also, a
numerical study was used to model the tested beams by a finite element
software, it was observed that decent understanding has been acquired
between the limited component results and trial results. N. M. Ismail et al. [2]
investigated the influence of various parameters over complete structural
behavior and buckling load of continuous partially composite concretecastellated steel beams. These parameters include concrete strength, concrete
slab thickness and alignment of stiffeners. In this study, ABAQUS software
was used. It was investigated that increasing concrete strength leads to
increase ductility and strength of the beams, increasing of concrete slab
thickness lead to increase initial rigorousness, ductility and power of the
beams, also the use of stiffeners around web openings increase the initial
rigorousness, vital load and decrease the ductility.
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A. H. A. Al-Zuhairi and A. I. Mansi [3] studied the flexural comportment
of composite concrete-castellated steel beams using Ansys finite element
software. Four simply supported composite beams with altered castellation
ratio [0, 25, 35, 45] % were modeled through finite element (FE) process.
The outcomes presented that the moment capability of the composite
concrete-castellated beam improved with growing the castellation ratio,
while the mid-span refraction was condensed with growth of castellation
ratio.
Three dimensional nonlinear finite element models were developed by
V. B. Wong et al. [4] to investigate behavior of composite cellular steelconcrete beams. To validate the finite element models, a comparison had
been made between finite element (FE) results with trial outcomes from
previous research work. A decent arrangement was perceived among the
finite element (FE) results and experimental data. Also, the failure modes of
the beams had been predicted.
In S. Q. Abdulridha et al. [5] eight composite concrete-castellated steel
beams were tested experimentally to investigate the influence of concrete
type and castellation ratio over maximum load capacity. In this study it found
that extreme burden capacity was improved with the surge of concrete
compressive strength and castellation ratio.

2

Numerical Modelling

2.1 Element Type
The finite element types used in modeling the tested composite beams by
ANSYS software [6] are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Finite element types
Component
Concrete

Element [6]
SOLID 65

Steel beam

SHELL 63

Steel reinforcing bars+
stud connectors

Bearing plates

Element characteristic [6]

 Eight-node brick element.
 Three translational degree of
freedom in [x, y and z]
direction at each node.
 Four-node shell element.
 Three [translational and
rotational] degree of freedom
in [x, y and z] direction at
each node.
 Two-node discrete element.
 Three translational degree of
freedom in [x, y and z]
direction at each node.
 Eight-node brick element.
 Three translational degree of
freedom in [x, y and z]
direction at each node.
 Nonlinear surface to surface
element.

LINK 180

SOLID 185

Interface Contact
at contact and shear
surface
friction
Dowel
action (shear
connectors)

TARGE170
+CONTA 174

 Two-node
zero
length
element.
 Nonlinear spring element.
 One translational degree of
freedom at each node.

COMBIN 39

2.2 Materials Properties
2.2.1 Concrete
In this study, the compression uniaxial stress-strain curve for concrete
has been acquired through expending the succeeding equivalences, P.
Desayi and S. Krishnan [7], Figure 1 illustrates the uniaxial stress-strain
relationship.
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Where;
: concrete compressive strength in Mpa,
strain at the ultimate compressive strength
,
0.3
,
stress at any strain strain in

strain at stress stress,
: strain corresponding to

Figure 1 Uniaxial stress-strain relationship for concrete[7]

In tension, the stress-strain curve has been assumed to be linear-elastic
up to concrete cracking. After this point, the curve decreases linearly to zero,
M. Y. H. Bangash [8].
2.2.2 Steel Beam and Steel Reinforcement
Figure 2 shows the stress-strain curve for steel beam and steel
reinforcement which has been presumed as linear-elastic up to yield with
strain hardening [9] [10].

Figure 2 Uniaxial stress-strain relationship for steel beam and steel reinforcement[910]

2.2.3 Shear Connectors
Shear connectors mainly applied to conduct longitudinal shear force
among concrete and steel beam, which characterized through the succeeding
formula, D. Kisała [11]:
(

)

(5)
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√

(6)

Where:
ultimate dowel force,
connector displacement, : stud diameter,
concrete compressive strength,
steel yield strength.
2.3 Case Study
The dimensions of the composite beams tested by S. Q. Abdulridha et al.
are shown in Figure 3. In this study, two groups of sustainable composite
beams have been modeled by the finite element method (FEM) using Ansys
software (V.15.0). The first group consists of three normal sustainable
concrete beams (SB-NC: solid beam-normal concrete, C25%-NC:
castellation 25%-normal concrete and C33.8%-NC: castellation 33.8%normal concrete), the second group consists of three sustainable selfcompacted concrete beams (SB-SCC: solid beam-self compacted concrete,
C25%-SCC: castellation 25%- self compacted concrete and C33.8%-SCC:
castellation 33.8%- self compacted concrete). The material properties and
their numerical values for the sustainable composite normal and selfcompacted concrete-castellated steel beams are listed in Table 2. For all the
sustainable composite beams, steel reinforcement has been used as
in the longitudinal direction and
in the
transverse direction. Stud shear connectors have been used to join the
concrete slab and steel beam with length 55 mm, shank diameter
and head diameter
in one row.
[5]
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Figure 3 Dimensions of the composite beams[5]
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Table 2. Material properties and numerical values of composite beams

Material

Property

Value
Normal
concrete
35.4
4.16
27964

concrete
υ

Steel
beam
Steel
reinforce
ment

υ

υ

Selfcompactedconcrete
51.8
5.038
33827
0.6
0.9
0.2
201000
0.3
322.33
4020
200000
0.3
670
4000
200000
0.3
447.67
4000

Stud
connector

υ

Contact
surface
Bearing
plate

μ

0.7

υ

200000
0.3

Where:
Modulus of rupture in Mpa
, ACI 318-14 [12],
Concrete
√
modulus of elasticity in Mpa,
Open shear transfer coefficient,
Closed
shear transfer coefficient, υ: Poisson’s ratio,
steel modulus of elasticity
in Mpa,
steel yield strength in Mpa,
strain hardening modulus in Mpa,
μ: coefficient of friction, ACI 318-14 [12].
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2.4 Meshing and Boundary Conditions
The finite element model has been demarcated through different kinds of
elements that form concrete, steel beam, steel reinforcement, shear
connectors, and contact surface at the concrete-steel beam interface. The
finite element modelling and meshing have been followed the same
methodology presented in A. M. Ibrahim and Q. W. Ahmed [9]. The finite
element modelling, castellation ratio and boundary conditions of the
sustainable composite beams are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Finite element modelling, meshing, boundary conditions and castellation
ratio.
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3

Finite Element Results

3.1 Load-Deflection Curve
The investigational and present finite element load-deflection curves of
sustainable composite concrete-castellated steel beams are shown in Figure
5. In general, good agreement can be observed between the trial and the finite
element outcomes. Table 3 shows a comparison between the experimental
and finite element ultimate load. Figure 6 shows the deflections along the
sustainable composite beams at vital load as anticipated by the ANSYS
software model.
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Figure 5 Load-midspan deflection of composite concrete-castellated steel beams
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Table 3. Comparison between experimental and finite element ultimate loads.
Beams
SB-NC
SB-SCC
C25%-NC
C25%-SCC
C33.8%-NC
C33.8%-SCC

Ultimate Load (KN)
(Exp.)
(FE)
170
163
196
203
164
159
192
190
160
155
182
178

0.96
1.03
0.97
0.99
0.97
0.98

Figure 6 The deflections along the composite beams at ultimate load as predicted by
the ANSYS software model.
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3.2 Castellation Ratio
From Figure 7, the relationship between deflection and castellation ratio
of modelled finite element sustainable composite beams are plotted, it is
found that a decrease in deflection is pointed with the increase in castellation
ratio for the same level of loading.
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Midspan deflection
(mm)

NC
Beams
SCC
Beams

0

25
33.8
Castellation ratio %

Figure 7 Deflection-castellation ratio relationship of modelled finite element
composite beams

The load-castellation ratio relationship of the modelled finite element
sustainable composite beams is plotted in Figure 8. From these curves, it is
clear that a decrease in predicted load is noticed with the increase in
castellation ratio.
250
NC
SCC

Load (KN)

200
150
100
50
0
0

25
33.8
Castellation ratio %

Figure 8 Load-castellation ratio relationship of modelled finite element composite
beams

3.3. Stresses
Figure 9 shows the von Mises strains at vital load of the modelled finite
element sustainable composite beams as predicted by the ANSYS
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software. In these figures, the maximum stress of the sustainable composite
beam occurs in zone A. In solid beams (SB-NC and SB-SCC) the maximum
stress concentrated on the bottom at mid-span, while in (C25%-NC, C25%SCC, C33.8%-NC and C33.8%-SCC) the maximum stress concentrated
around the openings.

Figure 9 Von Mises stresses at ultimate load
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Figure 10 shows the von Mises stresses of the modelled finite element at
same level of loading (P=120 KN). The relationship between von Mises
stresses and castellation ratio is plotted in Figure 11, it is clear that an
increase of the von Mises stresses is noticed with the increase in castellation
ratio.

Figure 10 Von Mises stresses of the modelled element at (P=120 KN)

Von Mises stress (Mpa)
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400
300
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200
100
0
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25
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Figure 11 Von Mises stresses-castellation ratio relationship of modelled finite
element composite beams at (P=120 KN)

4

Parametric Study

Ultimate load (KN)

In this study, the sustainable composite concrete-castellated steel beam
(C25%-NC) has been used to demonstrate the effect of different shapes of
opening with the same ratio of castellation (25%) on the ultimate load and
midspan deflection. For the modelled sustainable composite castellated steel
beams with different shapes of opening, a comparison between ultimate load
values are plotted in Figure 12 and listed in Table 4.

165
160
155
150
145
140
135
130
125
120

hexagonal
(control)
square
circular
rectangular
diamond

Figure 12 A comparison between ultimate load of composite concrete-castellated
steel beams with different shapes of opening
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Table 4. Comparison between ultimate load of composite concrete-

castellated steel beams with different shapes of opening

Composite beams
with openings
Hexagonal
(control)
Square

Ultimate load
159
136

Circular

160

Rectangular

143

Diamond

146

16.9%
(decreasing)
0.625%
(increasing)
11.2%
(decreasing)
8.9%
(decreasing)

Based on the results and with respect to sustainable composite beam with
hexagonal shape of openings, it can be observed that ultimate load carrying
capacity of the sustainable composite beam with circular shape of openings
increased by (0.625%). When rectangular shape of openings has been used,
load carrying capacity decreased by (11.2%). Ultimate load carrying capacity
of the sustainable composite beam with diamond shape of openings
decreased by (8.9%). When square shape of openings has been used, load
carrying capacity decreased by (16.9%) which considered as the minimum
load carrying capacity among all.
A comparison has been carried out between midspan deflection for
sustainable composite beams with different shapes of opening with the same
ratio of castellation (25%) and at same level of loading (P=120 KN) as
shown in Figure 13. It is found that there is a little effect of shape of opening
on deflection. Figure 14 shows the deflections along the modelled composite
beams with different shapes of openings.
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0
Figure 13 A comparison between midspan deflection for modelled composite beams
with different shapes of opening at (P=120KN)
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Figure 14 Deflections along the modelled composite beams with different shapes of
openings at (P=120 KN)

5

Conclusions

1.
The nonlinear finite element model presented in the current work
by using ANSYS v15.0 software is able to simulate the analysis of
sustainable composite concrete-castellated steel beams. The finite element
results are in good agreement with experimental results. The maximum
difference in ultimate load is (4%).
2.
According to the results, it is found that for the modelled
sustainable composite concrete-castellated steel beams a decrease in
deflection is spotted with the increase in castellation ratio for the same level
of loading.
3.
It is concluded that the ultimate load is decreased with the
increase in castellation ratio.
4.
This study presents that an increase of the von Mises stresses is
noticed with the increase in castellation ratio.
5.
It is found that with respect to sustainable composite beam with
hexagonal shape of openings, load carrying capacity of sustainable
composite beams with circular openings in steel beam increased by
(0.625%), while load carrying capacity decreased by about (11.2%, 8.9% and
16.9%) when using sustainable composite beams with rectangular, diamond,
and square shapes of openings in steel beam respectively.
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6.
It is found that there is a little effect of shape of opening on
deflection.
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